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15th European Symposium to be held in Karlovy Vary end of May

Joint venture with dental chambers
One of the highlights of the BDIZ EDI year is certainly the European Symposium, held annually with changing partners
in changing European countries. The 15th European Symposium will be held in Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic, from 27 to
28 May 2022.

BDIZ EDI is the cooperation partner of the following Dental Chambers: Saxony, Bavaria, Upper Austria
and the Czech Republic. This southern Dentist’s Day
will be characterized by a short scientific programme
with an official part ahead. Doc. MUDr. Roman mucler, CSc., president CSK will be opening the ceremony
together with his colleagues Christian Berger, BDIZ
EDI president and president of the Bavarian Dental
Chamber, and vice president Dr Christoph Meißner,
president LZKS (Saxony). The official programme will
be starting at 9 a.m. on Friday. After welcoming address doc. MUDr. Otakar Brázda, CSc., Stomatologická klinika in Prague, will be talking about relations
between Czech and German dentists during the last
century.
Scientific part starts at 1 p.m. with BDIZ EDI vice
president Professor Joachim E. Zöller, University of
Cologne. Together with Christian Berger he will be
lecturing on modern implant dentistry. This lecture
will be followed by the topic: removable dentures on
teeth and implants by Dr Sebastian Hahnel, University of Leipzig.

parison with treatments in Czech Republic, Bavaria,
Saxony and Upper Austria.
Doc. MUDr. Roman Šmucler, CSc., president of
the Czech Dental Chamber, will cover laser, botulinum toxin and injection filler in today’s dentistry and
facial surgery.
Last lecture of the congress will be: autotransplantation of teeth by MUDr. Jan Streblov, Prague.

The joint venture congress will be taking
place at Grandhotel PUPP Karlovy Vary in
Karlovy Vary, https://www.pupp.cz
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Second part starts with Dr Katrin Pertold, Austrian
Dental Chamber, on periodontal treatment in com-
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